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Success Story Nedmag Industries

Integrated FDT Solution Saves 
Time and Cost for Nedmag 
This article describes how 
Nedmag Industries Mining 
and Manufacturing is using an 
integrated asset management 
system using FDT Technology 
combined with a “multilin-
gual” device management 
tool to achieve real produc 
tivity advantages and savings 
in its maintenance and service 
operations. Three years ago, 
Nedmag had only a vision of 
modern asset management. 
Today, the company prides 
itself on its user-friendly Plant 
Asset Management system 
providing central access to 
all instruments and offer-
ing users a perfect future-
proof automation structure.

Read more

FDT Group Celebrates Five Years
This September the FDT Group, AISBL celebrates five years as an international, non-profit organization.  Originally founded in 2006 by the companies 
who carried out the earlier development work of the FDT standard, it has achieved significant adoption, support and progress in its short incorporated 
history. READ MORE...

Connecting FDT and OPC
The recent announcements regarding the joint development activities between the FDT Group and the OPC Foundation have generated a lot of buzz 
and excitement in the industry. READ MORE...

White Paper - Tips on Better Asset Utilization
New White Paper titled, “Specifying FDT Technology – Putting Your Assets to Work!” answers many of the most common questions including, What is FDT 
Technology?, What is a DTM?, What is a Frame Application?,  How does FDT integrate into my automation or asset management system?, and How do I 
include FDT Technology in my project? READ MORE...

FDT Annexes - Extend Communication Capability
FDT specifies standardized software interfaces, defined in a general way to design engineering environments that could manage any device from 
any manufacturer using an arbitrary protocol. Smart devices of most kinds are equipped with a communication designed to interface with the FDT 
concept. READ MORE...

FDT Recognized as ANSI/ISA Standards  
The FDT Group and The International Society of Automation (ISA) jointly announced that the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) formally 
approved Field Device Tools (FDT) Technology standards. READ MORE...

News from the FDT Group
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Editorial

Welcome to our special anniversary edition 
of the FDT newsletter! In many ways, it is 
difficult to believe that it has already been 
five years since the formal incorporation 
of the FDT Group as an international, 
non-profit organization. To the many 
member companies and the hundreds of 
volunteers that make our organization 
and technology strong, I say thank you 
for making this anniversary possible. Of 
course our technology and organization 
goes back much further than five years 
- but for those details I invite you to 
consult the related article in this edition. 

Support of the FDT standard continues 
its unparalleled growth as reflected in 
the FDT membership increase over the 
last few months. One of our very active 
corporate members, Phoenix Contact, 
recently applied to raise their membership 
status from Corporate to Sponsor. The 
Board of course was delighted to honor 
this request. Mr. Volker Bibelhausen will 
represent Phoenix Contact on the Board 
of Directors, Mr. Andreas Deuter will be 
their Executive Committee representative, 
and Mr. Friedrich Wegener will continue in 
his marketing leadership roles within FDT. 

The International Board also welcomed 
Genoa Fieldbus Competence Centre, 
Hach-Lange, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, 
NSD, and Utthunga Technologies. I look 
forward to their support and contributions 
to the advancement of the FDT standard. 
Meanwhile, our China FDT Board has 
been active welcoming new members as 
well. Recent additions to the China FDT 
membership include; Metso Automation 
as a sponsoring member, China Investment 
Construction Group Co, Hilsher System 
Automation, HMS Industrial Networks, M&M 
Software, and Shanghai Institute of Process 
Automation Instrumentation.  Welcome to 
everyone in our growing global community.

FDT’s Board of Directors recently approved 
Mr. Michael Kessler of Pepperl+Fuchs as the 

new Board representative for PACTware, 
replacing Dr. Gunter Kegel who has served 
on our Board since 2006. On behalf of 
the entire Board of Directors, I wish to 
thank Dr. Kegel for his long term, untiring 
support of the work of the FDT Group.

Mr. Glenn Schulz, FDT Managing Director, 
has just returned from a trip to meet with our 
members in India. The India organization is 
energized and has formed a new committee 
to raise the presence of FDT in the growing 
India market. Watch our next newsletter 
for more details. If your company has a 
direct interest in participating in the India 
activities, please contact our Belgium office 
for more details at info@fdtgroup.org.

One of the primary missions of the FDT 
Group is to continue to advance the 
adoption of the FDT standard. Essential 
to this mission is that the FDT standard is 
recognized by all relevant standards bodies. 
While FDT has already been an approved IEC 
standard for the last two years, we recently 
achieved another significant milestone 
– FDT Technology has been approved 
as the ISA 103 standard in the United 
States by means of dedicated leadership 
by Ian Verhappen, ISA103 Chairman.

Enjoy reading! 
 
Hartmut Wallraf 

Hartmut Wallraf

     Fit for the future

Decades of operation, modernization and  
expansion have left many chemical plants 
with a somewhat haphazard automation mix 
of different controls, process control systems, 
remote I/Os and field devices. The various  
components may use different comm 
unication protocols such as HART, PROFIBUS or 
FOUNDATION Fieldbus, and are often based on 
different device integration technologies. The 
situation is no different at Nedmag Industries 
Mining and Manufacturing. Based in Veendam 
in the Netherlands, Nedmag is the leading  
European supplier of very pure, synthetic dead 
burned magnesium oxide (DBM). 

This was the reason that Wim Zomer, project 
leader at Nedmag, set himself an ambitious 
goal: he aimed to harmonize the automa 
tion bases of the company’s three indivi-
dual production lines and thus pave the way  
towards efficient Plant Asset Management.  
Wim Zomer explains: “We had a concept to 
modernize our installations, to digitize the 
old controls and to make intelligent devices  
accessible from one central point. Developing 
the system is just the first step; the next step is 

to ensure that it can actually be implemented 
in each of the locations. The technology 

is available and it works; now it is up to us to 
implement it in our three production lines.”

Improving Productivity

Using state-of-the-art automation technol-
ogy will help any organization to carry out 
its operations with fewer employees. This is 
a feature which is becoming increasingly im-
portant as the number of specialized person-
nel available to manufacturing companies is 
constantly decreasing. Furthermore, the ex-
ternal maintenance provider with which the 
manufacturing company is working must un-
derstand the technology and be able to use it, 
even if their own personnel regularly changes.

There are other areas where major savings can 
be made. Not only does the team save time on 
maintenance tasks if they can access a device 
directly from a PC: so too does the service 
provider. With its standardized and integrated 
interfaces, FDT Technology provides a common 
environment for configuring, operating 
or maintaining any device – regardless of 
vendor, type or communication protocol.

The project leader was certain about the use of 
the HART digital communication protocol from 
the start. “I placed my trust in HART as long 
ago as 1990 because it saves so much time 
and money”, says Wim Zomer: “Saving money 

is always a good reason to do something, 
and this is the technology we want to keep.”

The Dutch company was initially using a 
complex, non-Windows based system for 
Plant Asset Management.  Wim Zomer recalls: 
“I always had to keep the instruction manual 
handy to know what to do next. We used the 
system so rarely that we always needed to 
remind ourselves how to use it the next time. 
Therefore, user-friendliness was high up on the 
list of priorities when the team went to search 
for a new system.” In Yokogawa’s PRM (Plant 
Resource Manager), they found a system that 
completely satisfied their requirements. “The 
new Plant Asset Management system is much 
less complicated. It is better, easier and we can 
all work with it,” according to Martijn den Dulk, 
Engineer, Technical Automation at Nedmag.

With FieldMate – Yokogawa’s integrated 
device management tool - the vendor also 
provides the perfect solution to portable 
device maintenance. Another important 
advantage of this package is that all device 
data can be accessed centrally thanks to the 
synchronization between the two systems.

A further benefit of this solution is that it 
enables unlimited access to all intelligent 
field devices. FieldMate from Yokogawa 
was the first tool to fully embrace both 
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the FDT and EDDL device integration tech-
nologies, and it supports all the important 
fieldbus protocols in the process industries.

Device Patrol Saves Time

When Wim Zomer joined Nedmag, it often took 
days of downtime before plant failures were 
fixed. In particular, the analogue technology 
used often meant that engineers had to under-
take a lengthy process of searching for and sys-
tematically ruling out possible causes of faults: 
a process that could last up to one or even two 
days. FDT Technology, on the other hand, al-
lows the user to look into the device directly 
from a PC. Central access means that incorrect 
parameters can be identified and a diagnosis 
given immediately. “By using HART and end-
to-end FDT Technology, we can now resolve 

most issues much more quickly and efficiently 
than before. We look at the PC and the instru-
ment tells us what is wrong”, says Wim Zomer.

As Martijn den Dulk explains, “I check our 
PRM once or twice a week to ensure that 
everything is OK. A key function of the PRM 
system is Device Patrol, which continuously 
monitors the status of all the devices in the 
system. If any devices are not indicated as 
green, I can check immediately to see what is 
wrong. Previously we would simply wait until 
something happened or the operator reported 
that pressure, temperature or flow were not 
right: only then would we spring into action.”

In the past, if there was a problem with a level 
measurement, for example, the automation 
team had to ask the external service provider 
to take a look at the device. The maintenance 
engineer would then check on-site to see if a 
cable or input card, for example, was faulty. 
Now Martijn den Dulk opens the Plant Asset 
Management system and checks to see what 
the problem is: “For example, one device 
may have indicated a critical fault. It is a 
straightforward problem if a device simply 

ICS - Build your own DTM Master 
Concept based DTMs!

Construct certifiable DTMs for a single 
device as easily as DTMs supporting device 
families using even different communication 
protocols in one DTM package. Define data 
models, communication protocols and user 
interfaces by using one editor only.
Addit ional  func tions are total ly 
implementation-free, unless you want to 
extend built in private functions or EDDL 
based methods interpreted by the DTM 
Master such providing more benefit to the 

user.
DTM Master based DTMs were successfully 
tested in workshops of the FDT Group. HART, 
Profibus and FF protocols are supported 
today but there are more to come. FDT 2.0 
will be supported too.
For more information please contact: 

ICS GmbH 
Pforzheimerstr. 202C 
76275 Ettlingen, Germany 
sales@icsgmbh.de 
www.icsgmbh.de

 

Fig. 1 - PRM Plant Asset Management PC: Presentation of the Device Patrol warning and opened device-DTM for a radar 
level sensor. The DTM shows the level, possible false echoes and contamination or damages on the antenna system: the 
tank or the vessel is empty, there are no false echoes over the complete operating range and the antenna system does not 
signal contamination.



stopped working, but it is different if the 
problem is intermittent. In this case, correct 
parameter configuration was the answer.” 
The engineer immediately identified that the 
instrument was not correctly configured, even 
though the device was kilometers away. The 
Mine, where the basic raw material magnesium 
chloride is extracted, is at a distance of 5 km 
from the production site and the offices. 

“If somebody has to travel there, it takes up to 
half a day to get into the car, drive to the other 
side of Veendam, arrive at reception, set up the 
laptop and carry out the tests. This is far too 
time-consuming.” Now, as Wim Zomer explains: 
“At the PC, we usually know what to do within 
a short time. Even if somebody had been on-
site, it would not have been possible to repair 
the instrument as it was simply configured 
incorrectly. Thanks to FDT Technology, it is 
not necessary to send somebody to the plant, 
leading to savings in time and travel costs.”

In another instance, the quality of the sensor 
signal in a radar level measurement system 
was far from perfect. One look at the device 
and it was clear that the radar antenna had 
to be cleaned. The time required previously 
for this operation was four hours. The time 
now required is 30 minutes. “Central access 
makes work so much more convenient”, says 
Martijn den Dulk: “I don’t mind spending more 
time in the office. Our plant is very hot and 
dusty, which means you cannot work directly 
on-site for very long. Add to that the fact that 
the devices are often in locations that are not 
easy to access at heights of 5 or 6 meters.”

Nedmag still has high hopes of implementing 
features such as predictive maintenance in 

the future. This may not be too far off as all 
the necessary ingredients are in place. 

The Plant Resource Manager has only 
been running for a few months. The 

main focus in the initial stage 

was to save time on service and maintenance 
tasks. The more tasks the automation 
team can solve directly from the PC, the 
greater the savings the company can make.

Technology Offers Added Value  

The automation experts also appreciate other 
system features, which make day-to-day work 
so much easier. For example, the audit trail 
enables detailed tracking of any changes to 
the device. Who did what, why and when? If 
a device issues a warning, the history shows 
the number of warnings and faults previously 
issued. “If it has indicated that a measuring range 
has been exceeded one hundred times already, 
then I know that the range is too small and that 
I must increase it – this only takes 10 minutes 
maximum,” according to Martijn den Dulk.

The Dutch company also reaped the 
benefits of FDT Technology during the 
commissioning phase in the automation 
of the first of two sintering furnaces. The 
team was required to test a large number 
of instruments within a short time frame. 
The commissioning stage is simpler and 
faster if the Plant Asset Management 
system can be used to test and simulate 
an instrument, and to check if it is “alive”.

Fit for the Future

Wim Zomer explains: “If we do not include 
the time invested in developing the concept, 
then the digitalization of 240 devices, which 
can be read online using FDT, only cost a total 
of 15,000 euros (62.5 euros per device). Today, 
approximately two thirds of the devices are 
intelligent through HART communication. 
They will be gradually connected to the 
company’s network in order to be able to 
take full advantage of the intelligence they 
contain. The number of devices that can be 
operated, monitored and maintained from a 

central point continues to grow. “We can say 
today that we want to proceed with Plant Asset 
Management, but it cannot be done overnight. 
Everything takes time. The main thing is to 
dare to take the first step,” explains Wim Zomer 
with conviction. The technology works. Now it 
is time for the next generation to roll out these 
state-of-the-art solutions in all of the plants 
and to take advantage of the opportunities 
they offer. Nedmag can already report initial 
success in the area of device management and 
the time savings that have been gained here. 

The first step has been taken. From the field 
to the office, the combination of digital 
communication and FDT Technology offers 
user’s centralized access to each and every 
device at all levels. Nedmag is perfectly 
prepared for the future thanks to the 
FieldMate device management assistant and 
the Plant Resource Manager from Yokogawa.

     FDT Group Celebrates Five Years

by Glenn Schulz, Managing Director, FDT Group 
AISBL

This September the FDT Group, AISBL 
celebrates five years as an international, 
non-profit organization.  Originally founded 
in 2006 by the companies who carried out the 
earlier development work of the FDT standard, 
it has achieved significant adoption, support 
and progress in its short incorporated history. 
Consider the following milestones: 

 

• Membership has grown from the thirty 
seven founding companies to over ninety 
companies in its global membership.

• Support for more than fifteen industry 
standard protocols.

• More than 3000 devices supported by 
certified DTMs.

4

Fig 2 - FieldMate Device Managements PC: Device specific Maintenance info gives access to relevant documents, historic 
parameter sets and device related Audit Trail; who did what, when and why.
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• Recognition as an IEC standard (62453) 
was achieved in 2009.

• The first FDT Frame was certified in 2010.

• The China FDT Association was formed 
in 2010.

• Recognition as an ISA standard (103) was 
achieved in 2011

We are proud to be a membership lead 
organization. The achievements of the FDT 
Group are the direct result of the dedicated 
individuals from our member companies who 
work tirelessly to advance the FDT standard 
around the world. 

Of course the history of the FDT standard goes 
back much further than 2006. Its initial roots 
came from a meeting of ZVEI (Zentralverband 
Elektrotechnik- und Elektronikindustrie e.V.) 
in 1998 when they documented a proposal 
to create a vendor neutral field device tool 
(FDT). PNO (PROFIBUS Netzer Organization 
e.V.) joined in this effort in 2001. Late in 2002, 
Endress+Hauser lead an industry wide forum 
to explore the possibility advancing the FDT 
technical work into a formal industry standard. 
Fourteen companies were in attendance. 
Shortly thereafter in early 2003, a group of 
vendor companies consisting of ABB, Invensys, 
Endress+Hauser, Metso, and Siemens formed 
the FDT Joint Interest Group (JIG) to propel 
the work on the FDT standard. PNO agreed 
to license the further development of FDT to 
this new FDT JIG. In 2004, Omron signed onto 
the FDT JIG and the FDT 1.2 standard was 
released. During the course of 2005, Rockwell 
Automation and Yokogawa also joined the FDT 
JIG as sponsoring companies. 

Many other companies became very active in 
the work of the FDT JIG as well. M&M Software 
created the first DTM Inspector software tool 

that automated the JIG test specifications.  
By 2005, the first DTM certifications were 
achieved. This same year also marked the first 
update to the standard in the form of FDT 1.2.1 
incorporating additional features requested by 
early adopters. 

The FDT JIG was successful in its mission 
so industry interest in sponsoring the JIG 
was growing rapidly. This success stretched 
the limits of the JIG structure so a decision 
was taken in 2005 to formally found an 
international, non-profit organization to carry 
on the work of the FDT JIG. A founding tenant 
was to allow all companies, individuals, and 
universities that are interested in advancing 
the FDT standard to join the organization and 
directly shape, and participate in, its activities. 

In early September 2006, the FDT Group, AISBL 
held its first official board meeting of the 
newly incorporated international non-profit 
organization. The original eight sponsoring 
companies of the JIG joined the new FDT Group 
as sponsoring members. Schneider Electric also 
joined the FDT Group at its inception to become 
the ninth founding and sponsoring member. 
Other founding corporate members include 
AUMA, Bartec, Beckhoff, CEAG, CodeWrights, 
Comsoft, Hilscher, Ifak, Ifm, Infoteam Software 
, Krohne, KH-Automation, Mesco Engineering, 
M&M Software, Moeller, Pepperl+Fuchs, 
Phoenix Contact, SICK, Smar International, 
Softing, Stahl, Trebling+Himstedt, Turck, Tyco, 
VEGA, Wago, Wetcon and Woodhead.

The FDT Group office has received numerous 
congratulations and thanks related to its fifth 
anniversary. Here is a sampling from around 
the world:

“Yokogawa congratulates the FDT Group on its 
5th anniversary. FDT Technology enables us to 
deliver truly open systems to our customers, 

and we look forward to continuing this 
successful collaboration in the future.”  Shuzo 
Kaihori, CEO Yokogawa Electric Corporation

“As one of the first pioneers of FDT it makes us 
proud to see what the FDT Group has achieved 
within these last five years and we are happy 
to be part of such a dynamic environment. 
A special highlight is the fulfillment of one 
of the most important goals, the official IEC 
Standardization, which was reached within 
such a short time frame without any obstacles.”   
Dr. Raimund Sommer, Managing Director 
Endress+Hauser Process Solution and Member 
of the Board of Directors FDT Group 

“Congratulations and thanks for the first 5 
years. Continuous growth of membership, 
international standard status, growing and 
global installed base - all those prove that we 
are on the right track. Keep up the good work 
in seamless integration of devices and systems 
- and making automation more efficient and 
easy-to-use.”  Jukka Ylijoki, Metso Automation

“M&M congratulates FDT Group on their 5th 
anniversary. We are proud to be a founding 
member of the FDT JIG and FDT Group! We 
wish you continued success and look forward 
to great things happening in the future.”   
Andreas Börngen, M&M Software GmbH

“Congratulations to the FDT Group for turning 
a vision into a reality, providing control system 
users with an open solution for commissioning, 
maintaining and early problem detection for 
any device from any vendor.”  Betty-Naylor-
McDevitt, Invensys Operations Management.

“Well done on this 5 years of success! Wishing 
you the same for the future.”  Eric GORY, Molex

“FDT is more than a well accepted technology 
in the market - we have reduced development 
costs by using the FDT standard as a common 

M&M Software

Forum Factory Automation 2011 & 
Webcast FDT 2.0

M&M Software and the FDT Group will 
host a Factory Automation Forum on 27th 
and 28th September 2011. This year’s 
forum will focus on Trends in Automation 
/ Device Integration and FDT 2.0.

The forum offers an ideal platform to get 
information on current trends, classify their 
importance for the automation industry 
and for discussion.  Presentations on device 
integration, industrial Ethernet, OPC UA, 
Energy efficiency, mobile applications, IT 

and Software trends cover a wide range of 
topics and give you important information 
for your current and future developments. 

A technological focus is again on FDT: 
We present the new standard version 
FDT 2.0 in all its details together with 
the FDT Group as technology partner.

You will find more information, the agenda as 
well as the registration form on our website:

http://www.mm-software.de  

The presentation will be held in German.

You want to get some information on FDT 2.0 
in advance? On September 15, 2011 we offer 
a corresponding webcast – please contact 
fdt@mm-software.com  for more details.
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platform for device configuration.”  Markus 
Schade, Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG

“Congratulations on 5 successful years of FDT 
development and we look forward to the 
exciting technology that the next 5 years will 
bring!” – Mike Devrell, Rotork Controls

“As we celebrate the first 5 years, may we 
reflect on the successes of our early work and 
pledge to maintain the spirit of pioneering 
for all future technology development,” 
Scott Wilkerson, Sr. Portfolio Manager, Host 
Integration, Flowserve

 Connecting FDT and OPC

The recent announcements regarding the joint 
development activities between the FDT Group 
and the OPC Foundation have generated a 
lot of buzz and excitement in the industry. 
Coverage is appearing in many of the major 
industry publications and there are many 
sidebar discussions at relevant industry events. 
But what exactly is happening and what will be 
the benefit to end users? Let’s take a brief look 
at the progress so far and what are some of the 
early outcomes.

 

The stated goal of the alliance is to create 
native connectivity between the upcoming 
FDT 2.0 standard and OPC UA. Given the 
immense scope and capabilities of OPC 
UA, this opens the door to many potential 
applications, yet the desire is to do it in a 
step wise fashion so as to deliver usable but 
incremental functionality. A cross functional 
team of end users and technical experts has 
been established to create a roadmap for 
integration and to lead the early prototyping 
efforts to validate the design concepts.

There have already been several meetings 
of the full FDT OPC team as well as many 
sub-committee meetings to flesh out the 
architecture to be used in the first prototypes. 
The early work is focusing sharing the plant 
topology that exists in an FDT 2.0 Frame 
Application with OPC UA enabled applications. 
This is considered to be fundamental to 
supporting a comprehensive data model 
in future steps. The team has focused on a 
native FDT 2.0 interface that was engineered 
expressly for such sharing purposes. A 
prototype will be tested in the next month to 
confirm the early design assumptions.

The FDT OPC team has explored many 
beneficial areas for integration and the 
on-going challenge will be to optimize the 
prioritization of the integration steps. Clearly 
the use of a common data model is centric 
to the entire architecture so early efforts will 
focus on this key topic.

The team remains open to participants who 
have expertise to lend to their activities in 
the area of architecture, data models, and 

prototyping. Please contact the FDT office 
(glenn.schulz@fdtgroup.org) in Belgium or the 
OPC office (thomas.burke@opcfoundation.
org) in the US if you are interested in 
participating in this exciting and high visibility 
project.

     White Paper 

Tips on Better Asset Utilization

The FDT Group recently released a new 
White Paper titled, “Specifying FDT 
Technology – Putting Your Assets to Work!” 
and is now available.  This paper provides 
engineers that specify automation or asset 
management systems with an overview of 
FDT Technology and suggests text to use as 
a part of the request for proposal or ordering 
specifications to ensure that appropriate 
FDT products are purchased.  The White 
Paper is available at no cost and can be 
downloaded at www.fdtgroup.org/specwp.

Preventing unplanned shutdowns, reducing 
downtime, and lowering maintenance 
costs at manufacturing and processing 
facilities have been shown to provide 
significant financial benefits for the entire 
organization.  One way to achieve these 
results is to make certain that all installed 
assets are used to the best of their ability.  

Over the past several years, FDT  Technology has 
been embedded in the majority of distributed 
control systems and smart field devices – 
often without being utilized by the user. FDT 
Technology, which is both an international 
(IEC 62453) and ISA (ISA103) standard, 
provides a unified method for accessing 
intelligent device information independent 
of the field communication protocol or 
control system supplier.  When field devices 
are enabled to share their entire configuration, 
status and diagnostic information, they are 
being used to their full ability, reducing 

Softing

CommDTM for PROFIBUS  
Free-Of-Charge

Softing, a leading provider of PROFIBUS 
technology, has announced a new 
version of its PROFIBUS Communication 
Device Type Manager (PROFIdtm). The 
new version 2.11 is free-of-charge and is 
available for download from Softing’s web 
site. The PROFIdtm enables applications 
that adhere to the FDT standard to easily 
access field devices on a PROFIBUS 
network. The new version is released for 

Windows 7, Vista, XP and Server 2008 
and supports the 64-bit versions of the 
latest operating systems. The PROFIdtm 
does not require any software licensing 
which significantly improves its ease-of-
use aspect. The latest version of Softing’s 
DTM has been tested with leading FDT 
frame applications. It is compatible with 
all PROFIBUS master PC interface boards 
from Softing and with the Ethernet remote 
interfaces of the FG PROFIBUS series. 

Publication free of charge. Please send a 
voucher copy.

For further information please contact: 
Softing Industrial Automation GmbH 
Stephanie Widder 
Product Marketing 
Richard-Reitzner-Allee 6 
D-85540 Haar 
Tel.: +49-(0)89-45656-365 
Email: wse@softing.com 
www.softing-ia.com
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costs over the lifecycle of the facility.  

The white paper answers many of the most 
common questions including, What is FDT 
Technology?, What is a DTM?, What is a Frame 
Application?,   How does FDT integrate into 
my automation or asset management system?, 
and How do I include FDT Technology in my 
project?  Visit www.fdtgroup.org/specwp  
to review the whitepaper and learn how 
easy it is to get started with some simple 
steps that can provide significant financial, 
operational and performance benefits in 
both existing plants and new construction. 

To learn more about FDT Technology 
and to review or download the paper, 
please visit www.fdtgroup.org/specwp. 

 DTM Common Components 
 
Technical Workshop 

The FDT Group offers a one day workshop 
together with Codewrights for DTM developers.  

In the workshop it will be explained how to 
develop a FDT2 DTM using the Common 
Component. The workshop will take place at 
Schneider Electric in Seligenstadt, Germany.

The workshop will be offered on the:

15th of November

16th of November

If you are interested to learn more about 
the DTM Common Component and how 

it can help to develop interoperable DTM 
products, please contact Manfred Brill telling 
him the preferred date for your participation 
(manfred.brill@schneider-electric.com).

 FDT Annexes  
 
Extend Communication Capability 

FDT specifies standardized software interfaces, 
defined in a general way to design engineering 
environments that could manage any device 
from any manufacturer using an arbitrary 
protocol. Smart devices of most kinds are 
equipped with a communication designed to 
interface with the FDT concept.  

The job for device vendors is to provide a device 
driver called DTMs (Device Type Manager) that 
are used to implement the FDT interfaces, 
including the required communication 
capabilities of the specific device type. The 
DTM does not need to have knowledge about 
the network topology, it just has to support 
its own communication protocol. Superior 
connected Gateway- or Communication-
DTMs will take care of protocol transformation.

FDT is protocol independent, designed in a 
way to support all significant communication 
protocols.  The FDT concept defines so called 
“software” based protocols implemented inside 
the DTM, which maps to the real communication 
protocol of the device. To achieve the flexibility 
to the various communication protocols, those 
“software” protocol definitions are not included 
in the basic FDT specification. Next to the FDT 
specification, annexes provide additional 
information for integrating communication 

Schneider Electric

SoMove - FDT Tool for Drives 

SoMove is a commissioning software 
tool from Schneider Electric based on 
the FDT/DTM technology for Altivar, 
Altistart, Lexium and Tesys range of 
Schneider Electric motor control devices. 

The tool incorporates various functions for 
the device setup phases such as online/offline 
configuration management, maintenance, 
monitoring (widgets & oscilloscope), 
function block programming, etc.

T h e  s u p p o r t e d  c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
protocols by SoMove include Modbus 
serial (also includes Modbus over 
Bluetooth) and Modbus TCP. EtherNet/
IP is planned to be supported next year.

DTMs developed for SoMove will also 

be included in 
other Schneider 
E l e c t r i c  to o l s 
like SoMachine 
and Unity, there 
b y  b r i n g i n g 
consistent tool 
experience for the 
end users across 
dif ferent FDT-
based tools from 
Schneider Electric.

If you wish to get 
more information, 
please contact 
Manfred Brill at his email-address 
manfred.brill@de.schneider-electric.com.
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protocols into the FDT specification. 
Therefore they neither contain the complete 
FDT specification nor modify it. Annex 
documentation also neither contains the 
complete specification for fieldbus protocols 
nor modifies them. Due to the scalable 
structure of the FDT specification, it will be 
easy to extend the scope to new protocols.

T h e  f o l l o w i n g  c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
protocol annexes are defined and 
available as an annex specification:

• CANopen 

• CC Link

• CIP (DeviceNet, ControlNet, EtherNet/IP) 

• F O U N D A T I O N  F i e l d b u s 

• HART

• Interbus

• M o d b u s  ( TC P,  A S C I I ,  R T U )

• PROFIBUS

• PROFINET

The following protocols are being 
finalized and will soon be released: 

• SERCOS III

• EtherCat

FDT annexes and FDT specification 
documents are available for download from 
the FDT Group website (www.fdtgroup.org).

 ARC Workshop 
 
Highlights FDT Opportunities in Field 
Devices and Beyond

By Wil Chin and Inderpreet Shoker 

Life Cycle Issues Discussed

In February 2011, over 40 end user executives 
from the process industries participated in 
the PAS Lifecycle Management Workshop, 
one of many successful workshops held at 
the 2011 ARC Advisory Group World Industry 
Forum in Orlando.  The discussion focused on 
lifecycle issues related to field instruments, 
safety instrumented systems (SIS), distributed 
control systems (DCS), and other topics.  With 
participants coming from diverse process 
industries, each with its own challenges, 
many different issues were brought to light, 
yet several common conclusions emerged, 
particularly as they relate to FDT Technology.  

Multiple Communication Protocols Deployed 
in the Future

Participants indicated that multiple 
communication protocols would be deployed 
for the foreseeable future.  Process automation 
users continue to staunchly support the status 
quo, using analog and HART communication 
for brownfield sites, while adopting fieldbus 
only in new greenfield projects.  Notable 
exceptions to this rule include deploying 
fieldbus if wholesale changes are needed and 
when upgrading systems from pneumatic 
to fieldbus communications.  Within the 
plant, users can have different brands and 
generations of field devices and hence 
many different communication protocols.  
Without a protocol-independent solution 
such as FDT, end users would be forced to 
use customized interfaces to access field 
device diagnostic information from their host 

Rockwell Automation

Latest Generation PlantPAx Process 
Automation System 

PlantPAx System Release 2.0 from Rockwell 
Automation is poised to help manufacturers 
achieve plant-wide optimization by 
offering integrated control and information 
solutions.  System Release 2.0 builds on the 
success of the initial system, adding new 
features in the areas of high availability, 
device integration, asset management, 
design productivity, batch and sequencing 
control and operations productivity.  

The device integration and asset 
management capabilities of PlantPAx 
deliver a strong, reliable communication 
infrastructure over an EtherNet/IP backbone 
and utilize the internationally standardized 
FDT asset management architecture.  An 
important enhancement is the ease of 
integration and asset management of 
devices across the plant including process 
instrumentation, intelligent motor control 
centers, variable frequency drives, condition 
monitoring and power control components.

In addition, PlantPAx helps OEMs and skid 
builders serving the process industries 
reduce their overall costs and minimize time 
to market while simplifying integration. 
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systems, making operation and maintenance 
cumbersome, time consuming, and expensive.

Using Systems Beyond Their Expected Life is a 
Normal Practice

Wor kshop par t ic ipants  d iscussed 
improvements in field device sensing 
technology that has significantly increased the 
life expectancy of field devices over the years.  
They also added that using systems beyond 
their expected life is a normal practice.  This 
certainly provides benefits to owners, but 
also means that, over the years, they will have 
to deal with multiple field device and DCS 
system platforms, further enhancing the value 
of platform-independent technology like FDT.  

FDT provides a solution for both issues by 
providing a standardized interface between 
field devices and control systems or any 

asset management tool.  Using FDT, 
field devices can be selected independent 
of the host DCS.  Also, since FDT is fieldbus-
independent, any field devices with HART, 
FOUNDATION fieldbus, Profibus, or most 
other digital communications can exchange 
information with any other supplier’s FDT 
frame application.  Fieldbus-independence, 
plus strict backward integration standards, 
make FDT compatible with many existing field 
devices.  This minimizes the need to replace 
the field devices, making FDT easy to adopt.

Need for Actionable Information 

Workshop participants also raised concerns 
about redundant and incomprehensible data 
from their current asset management systems, 
identifying the need for an easy-to-use 
interface.  Though FDT improves visualization 
and adds features and capabilities to the 
device, users expect more from field device and 
DCS suppliers and want actionable diagnosis 
messages without redundant instructions 
from current asset management solutions.  
Process users would like to see an indication 
similar to a “check engine” light commonly 
used in automobiles.  Green lights would 

indicate “OK” and 
red lights would 
indicate a problem.  
This presents a 
clear opportunity 
for FDT Group 
supplier members 
to improve their 
interfaces, which 
would draw more 
users to adopt 
FDT Technology.

 
 

Participants also suggested the 
need for better health information for assets 
other than field devices.  They suggested that the 
FDT Group should explore various possibilities 
to expand by extending the technology’s 
applicability to both safety integrated 
systems and analyzers as there are a clear 
need for better interfaces with these systems.

Rigid standards restrain users from correcting 
the problems in their existing safety systems, 
forcing a large number of replacements in the 
coming years.  Hence, because of the crucial 
role of safety systems, asset management 
systems may be adopted in increasing 
numbers.  This presents an opportunity for FDT 
to extend its reach and benefits to this segment.  

Workshop participants also expressed concern 
that managing process analyzers is complex, 
requiring technical expertise they currently lack.  
In this environment, FDT-enabled diagnostics 
for analyzers could help less-experienced 
technicians resolve complex analyzer 
troubleshooting and maintenance issues.

About ARC

Founded in 1986, ARC Advisory Group is the 
leading research and advisory firm for industry 
and infrastructure.  Our coverage of technology 
extends from business systems to product 
and asset lifecycle management, supply chain 
management, operations management, energy 
optimization and automation systems. For 
additional information on this report, “Process 
Automation System Lifecycle Management 
Strategies,” please visit http://www.arcweb.com.

Yokogawa

Powerful Intuitive DTM Unlocks 
ROTAMASS Functionality 

Yokogawa has been manufacturing 
its ROTAMASS Series Coriolis type 
mass flowmeters for almost 20 years. 
This versatile flowmeter Series has 
continuously been improved to become 
one of the most accurate, stable and easy 
to use mass flowmeters available today.

Despite increased functionality this multi-
variable instrument is easily configured and 
managed through an intuitive powerful DTM.

Clearly structured parameter groups for 
configuration, diagnostics and maintenance 
are key functions of the new HART DevRev 
4 DTM. It also features advanced graphical 
visualization of process variables such as 
mass- and volumetric flow, density and 

temperature as 
well as the output 
signal levels. In 
addition a trend 
graph is included. 
The diagnostic 
window of the 
DT M  fe a t u re s 
integrated test 
functions and an 
output simulation 
w i z a r d ,  b o t h 
a l l o w i n g  f a s t 
validation of the measuring system 
and ef f ic ient  t rouble  shoot ing.

ROTAMASS Series is available with both HART 
and FOUNDATION™ Fieldbus communication.

DTMCollections for Yokogawa’s HART, 
FOUNDATION™ Fieldbus and PROFIBUS 
field devices can be downloaded from: 
http://downloads.yokogawa-europe.com.
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Hilscher

FDT PLC Tool Interface Implemented 
in PROFIBUS Slot PLC 

Hilscher’s product line netPLC was 
developed to combine two big requirements 
of the factory automation industry in just 
one product - Communication and Control. 
netPLC thereby integrates a PROFIBUS 
Master interface with a Soft-PLC. With 
CoDeSys from 3S-Smart Software Solutions, 
ProConOS eCLR from KW-Software GmbH 
or a STEP®7 compatible solution from 
IBHsoftec GmbH, the customer has the 
flexibility to choose one of the three most 
common Soft PLC solutions in the market. 

Compliant to the FDT standards

“Hilscher is a member since the foundation 
of the FDT Group in 2005 and equips its 
products with FDT technology since 
that time. Hence there was no doubt 
about it to realize an exemplarily 
implementation of the new PLC tool 
interface standard into the netPLC too”, 
says Armin Beck, Product Manager for 
Gateways, PLCs and LINKs at Hilscher. 

Contact Information: 
David Tsaava 
phone: +49 (0)6190 990735 
fax: +49 (0)6190 990750 
e-Mail:dtsaava@hilscher.com

Sales contact: Marco Jacob 
phone: +49 (0)6190 9907852 
fax: +49 (0)6190 990750 
e-Mail:mjacob@hilscher.com

 

      FDT Certifications Break the 3000 Mark

The FDT Group certification office announced 
in March that more than 3000 devices are now 
supported by certified DTMs.  The number 
of companies achieving certification of FDT 
compliant products has reached a new high of 
fifty-five.  These numbers reflect only certified 
FDT compliant products as many more non-
certified products are available on the market.

“It has been a very busy and exciting year 
for the certification office,” states Katrien 
Peeters, manager of the FDT certification 
office.  “More customers are requiring certified 
DTMs from their suppliers and we clearly see 
this reflected in our work. The addition of 
our new independent test lab, The Sensor 
Integration & Technology Testing Center at 
Lorain County Community College in Ohio, 
USA, will help companies by providing 
more options to achieve certification.”

Products wishing to achieve FDT certification 
undergo rigorous testing by independent 
test labs to ensure compliance with the FDT 
standard.  The FDT Group works closely with 
the various labs around the world to ensure 
consistent processes and results. Once a 
product has received approval from the 
independent test lab, the FDT Group issues 
the compliance certificate and posts the 
product on the FDT Group product directory 
catalog located at www.fdtgroup.org. The 
catalog is searchable by manufacturer, device 
type, and a variety of other options. The web 
site lists certified Frame Applications as well.

ifak system

Ifak System Presents FDT Based HART 
Starterpackage

The HART Starterpackage consists of 
the well approved isH@rt CommDTM 
and the new isH@RT Device DTM. The  
isH@RT Device DTM provides a generic 
access to the vendor-independent 
parameters of any HART field device. It 
supports all devices that were designed to 
conform to the specifications HART 5, 6 and 
HART 7. The Starterpackage is based on the 
isEDDView DTM and the EDD interpreter 
DTM for HART and PROFIBUS device 
descriptions. The DTM is now included with 
the HART USB-devices and the modular isNet  
H@rt Ethernet Gateway of ifak system GmbH.

The combination of  the HART 
Starterpackage with the isNet H@rt 
allows the parallel configuration and 
monitoring of up to 40 HART devices 
without the need for further paid software.

For more information on HART-
devices visit www.ifak-system.com.
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     FDT Recognized as ANSI/ISA Standards

The FDT Group and The International Society 
of Automation (ISA) jointly announced in June 
that the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) formally approved Field Device Tools 
(FDT) Technology standards—as previously 
adopted internationally as IEC 62453 and 
approved in the United States by the ISA103 
Field Device Tools Interface (FDT) committee. 
These US standards will now be designated as 
ANSI/ISA standards.   

The ISA103 Field Device Tool Interface Standards 
Committee, formed in 2006 to consider 
the adoption of existing FDT Technology 
standards as ISA standards, has worked to 
make the IEC 62453 international standards 
available as approved standards in the US. 

“FDT standardization based on the IEC 62453 
standards—known as ISA-62453 in the 
US—is occurring globally with user demand 
serving as the driving force,” said Glenn Schulz, 
managing director for the FDT Group. “We are 
excited to hear that ISA is moving US support 
and adoption of FDT standardization forward.” 

Chaired by Ian Verhappen, the ISA103 
committee represents a cross-section of 
industrial automation industry professionals 
including users, designers, implementers, 
educators and suppliers of leading industrial 
automation technology. In May 2009, ISA103 

committee efforts were accelerated when FDT 
Technology was unanimously accepted by the 
International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC), with adoption of the IEC 62453 standards. 
Since that time, the ISA103 committee’s main 
goal has been the adoption of parts of this 
suite of FDT standards and technical reports 
as ISA-62453-1 (103.00.01) through ISA-62453-
315 (103.00.09). As a result of the committee’s 
efforts, and to confirm the strong acceptance 
of device integration based on FDT Technology, 
the IEC 62453/ISA-62453 standards have been 
adopted as ANSI/ISA standards to benefit US 
industry and its ability to better compete in 
the global automation and control community.

This effort by the ISA103 committee brings to 
the US marketplace technology that allows 
any Fieldbus, device or sub-system-specific 
software tool to be integrated as part of a 
universal lifecycle management tool in a 
plant automation system. Adoption of these 
FDT standards supports the most commonly 
used protocols implemented in the process 
and factory automation industries today. Users 
can confidently deploy FDT Technology with 
confirmation that it has achieved endorsement 
not only internationally with IEC, but also with 
the ISA103 committee and ANSI. As a result 
of this effort, end users will have the freedom 
to choose best-in-class FDT-based products 
and allow engineers access to their smart 
instruments in a rich graphical environment 
that will provide users with the tools to make 
better use of diagnostic information, improve 
ability to perform maintenance and much more. 

“We are very pleased that this exciting 
technology is now part of the suite of ANSI/
ISA standards, so that it can be effectively 
used by US industry. The ISA103 committee 
worked hard to reach this point, and we 
look forward to coordinating our efforts 
with forthcoming IEC maintenance 
activities on these documents during the 
next round of updates,” says Verhappen.  

The ISA103 committee will now focus on 
keeping pace with FDT specification updates 

VEGA

Summer Collection - New DTM 
Collection 06/2011

VEGA is now introducing the new DTM 
Collection 06/2011. It includes PACTware 
4.0 as well as new device drivers and 
functional extensions for various sensors. 

Parallel to the introduction of new instrument 

functionalities, VEGA is publishing a new 
release of its DTM Collection. DTMs describe 
the hardware and provide a comprehensive 
graphical interface for adjustment and operation. 
All VEGA DTMs for instrument parameterization 
were developed according to the FDT/DTM Style 
Guide and compiled in the DTM Collection. 

Besides new DTMs, e.g. for the radiation-based 
sensors WEIGHTRAC, the new DTM Collection 
contains function extensions for the new 
generation of plics® radar sensors VEGAPULS, 

the GSM/GPRS module PLICSMOBILE and the 
signal conditioning instruments VEGAMET

The DTM Collection is available free of charge 
under www.vega.com/en/Software_DTM.htm

New Members Join the FDT Group

For more information on membership, 
please visit: http://www.fdtgroup.org/
membership-benefits

G
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Genoa Fieldbus

Competence Centre



and the  late 2011 maintenance cycle of 
the IEC 62453 standard. As FDT Technology 
moves along its future development path 
with additional enhancements, such as FDT 
2.0 and new annexes to incorporate additional 
communication protocols, the ISA103 
committee will ensure the ISA and American 
National Standards are maintained to support 
the automation industry and the US market. For 
questions regarding ISA103 Standardization, 
please contact Linda Wolffe, standards 
administrator for ISA, at lwolffe@ISA.org.

 New European Press Officer Named

The FDT Group is pleased to announce that 

Ms. Birgit Wolber has accepted the position 
of Press Officer for the FDT Group for all 
German speaking countries. Ms. Wolber 
serves full-time at VEGA, a corporate 

member of the FDT Group, were she is 
responsible for the publicity activity 

of the corporation. As a result, she 
brings all the necessary skills 

and experience regarding interaction with 
the press. Her responsibilities as Press 
Officer for the FDT Group include the 
coordination of the publication of articles 
and case studies, maintaining contacts 
with publishers and journals, as well as 
providing support for special marketing 
communication projects. Ms. Wolber 
takes over the position previously held 
by Sandra Wagner of ifak system GmbH, 

another corporate member of the FDT 
Group. Mrs. Wagner held the position of 
the FDT Group Press Officer from 2009 
to 2011. On this occasion the FDT Group 
thanks Mrs. Wagner for her excellent 
work for the FDT Group and now warmly 
welcomes Ms. Wolber to the team and 
wishes her every success in her new role.
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Pactware

PACTwareTM Live-Training 
Manufacturer-Independent Device 
Operation in Process Automation

This autumn, the PACTware™ Consortium 
visits with the Live-Training concept two 
Austrian centres of process automation.

• Vienna, November 15, 2011
• L inz ,  November 17,  2011 

The half-day event consists of workshops 
facilitating the direct communication between 
the participants and the hosting PACTware™ 
member companies. The main focus of 
the event is the practical benefit of device 
operation with the most commonly used FDT 
frame application, PACTware™. The workshops 
under the headings commissioning, operation 

and maintenance will show application 
examples in live operation by using a multi-
vendor devices wall. Demonstrations will 
show to the participants how their daily 
work can be considerably facilitated and 
speeded up by using just one single tool for all 
communication and field devices be it HART, 
PROFIBUS or Foundation Fieldbus protocol. The 
attendees will obtain detailed information in 
functions and scope of services of PACTware™.

The event is complemented by product 
exhibitions of the participating companies 
Bopp & Reuther, CodeWrights, ICS, ifak system, 
Invensys, KROHNE, Pepperl+Fuchs, and VEGA.

The Live-Training is supported by the FDT 
Group, Samson and Trebing & Himstedt.

For further information please contact: 
www.pactware.com 
PACTware Consortium e.V. 
Branch office Panoramastrasse 16 
76327 Pfinztal 
Phone: +49 7240-94309-61 
Fax: +49 7240-94309-63 
E-mail: info@pactware.com

Endress + Hauser

New DTM Diagnostic Module 
Simplifies Trouble-Shooting 
Endress+Hauser devices support 
NAMUR NE 107 diagnosis 

An increasing number of Endress+Hauser 
devices currently on sale now have device 
DTMs which include our uniform diagnostics 
module. This module displays status signals 
in accordance with the criteria of NAMUR 
Recommendation NE 107. “NE 107 Diagnosis”  
is independent of communication protocol, 
i.e. it is available for HART, PROFIBUS 
and FOUNDATION fieldbus devices.  
 
 
 
 

The dynamic diagnostic information is 
automatically presented after opening the 
device DTM in FieldCare. It comprises a clear, 
plain text error message and details of the 
possible cause of failure as well as exact 
instructions on what to do. In this  ay, it is 
possible to quickly and efficiently remedy 
errors without having detailed device 
knowledge or access to the operating 
manual. Plant operators and maintenance 
staff get exactly the information they 
require and are not flooded with 
superfluous data and instrument details.

For more information contact Sandra.
wesner@solutions.endress.com.
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 Global Calendar of Events 

For  more information on these 
events or to register, please visit 
http://www.fdtgroup.org/calendar.  

• Oct. 10, 2011 – Bergamo, IT – FDT 
Roadshow

• Oct. 13, 2011 – Lyon, FR – FDT Roadshow 

• Oct. 17-20, 2011 – Mobile, AL – ISA 
Automation Week – FDT Booth 814

• Nov. 9, 2011 – Braunschweig, DE - 
MEORGA MSR FAIR

• Nov. 22-24, 2011 – Nuremberg, DE - SPS/
IPC/DRIVES FAIR


